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of any of the oooVeole or the in
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connection with hie ohnroh had an 
entertainment, Vicar-Qeneral Lau
rent was never away. The singing 
clam in Loratto convent need to ting 
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I ware the highest they wanted to ro- 
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I the De La Salle Institute end the St. 
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they saw the prostrate 
husband and father etr

form of theIT .TTUTTEID.) stretched upon to, died very suddenly in that city, 
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Cway to the the following from an account peb- 
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the fortitude of the strong view ot the filth nit : 
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redeemer of all people, who Into 

I bounty has suffered oer efforts to I 
I remain without effect, bat has willed 
I that they should be, as it ware, seed I 
I sown in fertile ground, which gives 
[promise of'a seliafeotory crop ; for 
[both the rulen of states and Oalho- 
Um throng bout the world—ell, in 
feat, to whom the law» of nations 

eland of nature an sacred—have en- 
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and country. They live in their I “** ' 
oSereh and tor their ohnroh. When unamM.. 
they die their obituaries are not al-r““® * **’
ways written for the publie. There 
era in Toronto today priante who] 
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